Neuroleptic dose and schizophrenic symptoms. A survey of prescribing practices.
A study was conducted to survey the prescribing practices of neuroleptic doses in 100 consecutively hospitalized DSM-III-R schizophrenic patients. The relationship between doses and clinical and symptomatological variables was subsequently analyzed. Patients were evaluated through the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS). The peak mean dose in chlorpromazine equivalents was 1290 (range 250-7200). Haloperidol was the most commonly employed neuroleptic (67 patients). Neuroleptic doses were correlated with excitement, suspiciousness, hostility, uncooperativeness and poor impulse control. The neuroleptic doses administered in our hospital were similar to those found in other survey reports but higher than those recommended by the controlled dose-response studies. The correlation found between neuroleptic doses and symptoms of disruptive behavior suggests that we employed high-dose practices to treat the disruptive symptoms of schizophrenia. We concluded that it is useful to distinguish between the neuroleptic doses required to control the psychotic episode and those to treat the disruptive behavior.